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Answer these questions:

• What is Data Warehouse Automation?
• How does the approach to building a DW change?
• Does it work with Agile Development?
• Why would I want to do it?
• How do Design Patterns help?
• What are various architectures supported?
• Which vendors are in the this segment?
• What are the advantages?

(and others you have)

Show you an automation tool in action

The Goal





35% users rated projects as unsuccessful, 54% 
saying data needs improvement… - IDC

…over 50% of data projects fail or go wildly over 
budget…they blame data quality… - Gartner

The Reality…



• The experience in many companies with data warehousing is:
• Necessary but painful
• Take too long
• Cost too much
• Hard and expensive to change
• Out of sync with requirements when they finally get deployed

• Have visualization tools, discovery tools, and Big Data eliminated the need for 
enterprise data and history?

• Some would even give an emphatic ‘YES, it’s dead’

• If the data warehouse pain was reduced, would you not see it as a valuable asset 
to corporate operations and decision making?

Is the Data Warehouse Dead?





ETL Is Not The Same Thing as DW Development

DATA WAREHOUSE 
DEVELOPMENT

Move Data

Transform Data

Load Data
From Sources including OLTP, 

files, Hadoop, etc.

Create Dimensions, Facts, 
Models, Views, Cubes, Indexes, 

Keys

Documentation



• Data Warehouse Automation is a class of tools that use technology and 
embedded data warehouse knowledge to improve efficiency and effectiveness 
in data warehouse processes. 

• What parts of the data warehousing lifecycle does it impact:
• Planning
• Analysis
• Design
• Development
• Operations
• Maintenance
• Documentation

What is Data Warehouse Automation



● Overcomplicated
● Inefficient

The Conventional Way



The Automation Way

Simplified and Automated

✓ Metadata-driven

✓ Built-in methodologies

✓ Best practices, industry standards

✓ Documentation and lineage

✓ Full lifecycle management



Common Workload

• Talk to business about 
need

• Understand source data
• Document required 

metrics
• Required transformations
• Investigate source quality

• Design model
• Semantic layer
• Views
• Naming
• Indexing strategy
• Technical Document

• Build table
• Build indexes
• Code source data pull
• Code transformation
• Build Deployments
• Manage Scheduling

It’s a marathon, not a sprint!



Business Focus

• Talk to business about 
need

• Understand source data
• Document required 

metrics
• Required transformations

• Design model
• Semantic layer

Design

DevelopDeploy



DW automation wants to focus the BI teams energy on the business not the 
mechanical parts of data warehousing. If time is being spend on something that is 
not unique to your company or does not provide a strategic advantage then it 
would be target for automation. 

Re-Focus on the Business

Targets for Automation:
• Indexing strategy
• DBMS Syntax
• DB Partitioning
• Standards
• Documentation
• Deployment

Staff Focus:
• Business requirement
• Business keys 
• Value added calculations
• How the customer wants to use the data



DW Automation aligns closely with Agile development practices.  Agile desires a 
more fluid development process where change is expected and accounted for.

Automation replaces a mindset of 

“We have to get it all right the first time” 

with a more realistic 

“Let get started with what we know and 

understand new information will be coming”.

Automation Embracing Agile

When Agile started showing up in development shops, data warehouse teams liked it, but 
were the tools in place to support it?



Automation Architecture



Loading

Table Management

Code Generation

Documentation

Versioning

Testing

Metadata

Scheduling Deployment

1. Simplify
2. Blend metadata
3. Synchronize tasks
4. Built-in best practices 

Metadata driven automation



• Fundamental to data warehouse automation
• Data Management Patterns

• Natural keys, surrogate keys, mapping

• Data Integration Patterns
• Patterns for technology and tools
• Data movement patterns from ETL to virtualization
• Messaging 

• Data Usage Patterns
• Data access
• Performance management with dashboards and scorecards

• Adjustable Templates

The Core of DW Automation: Design Patterns



Steve Hitchman provided an example of building a slow changing dimension from a developer’s point of view:

The steps are basically:
• Identify attributes
• Identify business key
• Index business key and add a unique constraint
• Create surrogate key with auto sequence generation
• Index surrogate key
• Insert zero surrogate key row with values set for each attribute
• Add a modified timestamp column
• Write the SQL code to Insert new business keys or Update existing business key rows. Maintain the modified 
timestamp
• Create any other indexes required for querying
• Decide best practice for index maintenance during load. Keep in situ or drop and recreate after load.
• Document procedure
• Etc 

Really?

What do you actually need a smart developer to know?
• Identify attributes
• Identify business key

The rest can be automated. Why expend valuable resource on the rest?

Design Pattern Example



RED – Business Key



RED – Fields to detect change



Steve Hitchman provided an example of building a slow changing dimension from a 
developer’s point of view:

The steps are basically:
• Identify attributes
• Identify business key
• Index business key and add a unique constraint
• Create surrogate key with auto sequence generation
• Index surrogate key
• Insert zero surrogate key row with values set for each attribute
• Add a modified timestamp column
• Write the SQL code to Insert new business keys or Update existing business key rows. 
Maintain the modified timestamp
• Create any other indexes required for querying
• Decide best practice for index maintenance during load. Keep in situ or drop and recreate 
after load.
• Document procedure
• Etc 

Design Pattern Example



Automation Use Cases



Architecture using Automation

DB



Automation ToolETL

DW Architecture with ETL legacy

DB



Data WarehouseData Lake

Hive / Hadoop

Automation Tool

DW Architecture with Big Data

DB



Hive / Hadoop
Automation Tool

DW Architecture in cloud

DB



MPP Evolved
• 1990s – ETL vendors like Torrent and Ab Initio facilitate parallelism 

inside product framework 
• 2000s – Parallel database appliances make parallelism more 

accessible 
• 2010s – Cloud computing offers parallelism on demand

Use Evolved
• 1990s – Long waterfall projects
• 2000s – handcrafted ELT took advantage of appliance parallelism 

through SQL…but missed key elements like documentation and grew 
out of control in large projects; agile development

• 2010s – Patterns recognized; agile takes hold; automation vendors 
use parallel capabilities without having to develop them; 

MPP, ELT, and Automation



Culture and People are really the Competitors 



Quality
• Meeting real business requirements
• Standards enforcement
• Automated regression

Business Agility
• React quickly to business change
• Changes do not pile up to the point where they form featureless major 

releases
Cost Savings

Development, Operations, and Maintenance
Faster Development

• Fail sooner, discover issues with business requirement or data quality
• More important to v2 than for v1

Overall Operations
• Up to date documentation
• Better deployments

Why Automate?



Why automate: Retain Market Advantage
Scenario: Large healthcare data company (“A”) acquires another healthcare 
data company, decides to build the “super data product”.

Company A’s product contains many modules:

While Company A was spending 2.5 years building the “super product”, a 
startup (“S”) launches and builds focused product for Physician Reports. 

After company A loses customers to startup S, they slow development of 
“super product” to compete with S in Physician Reporting.

Startup S sells company to another large healthcare company for millions 
Company A still trying to catchup on Physician Reporting  

Disease Group 
Reporting

Quality 
Reporting

Physician 
Reporting

Population 
Health Report Builder



Why Automate: Fully Utilize Expensive Asset

Most companies update their data warehouse once a day during nightly 
processing.  In a traditional ETL approach there would be an ETL server and 
a database server used to process data from source systems.  

Source 1

Source 2

ETL 
Server

Database 
Server

Used 6 hours per day

Many companies are looking for ways to fully utilize these multi-million dollar 
database servers to maximize that investment.   Automation using “ELT” versus 
“ETL” eliminates the need for the dedicated ETL server, moving the 
transformation logic into the database to take advantage of the time when very 
little reporting is occurring. 

Database 
Workload



Why Automate: Prevent Skunkworks

• Departments will not just wait 
forever to get data.  

• When Analytics team doesn’t 
deliver, then departments will build 
their own.

• The danger with shadow IT is 
inconsistence metric definitions can 
cause customers to receive 
conflicting data.

• Can’t take advantage of volume 
discounting of reporting tools

IT

AccountingMarketing

Sales



• 1000s of implementations
• Large Corporations, universities, credit unions, etc
• Dedicated TDWI Class
• Technology Partners
• Industry leaders talking about it

More Than A Fad



WhereScape® Automation 

• WhereScape® 3D

• WhereScape® RED

• WhereScape® Streaming

• WhereScape® Data Vault Express™

• WhereScape® Migration Express



WhereScape® 
RED

• Reduces hand-coding by 95%

• Generates native Teradata SQL code

• Supports 3NF, dimensional and Data 
Vault 2.0

• Generates all documentation

• Integrated scheduling

• Operations management

Built to fast-track data 

warehouse delivery and to 

ease ongoing operation. 



Demo of an Automation Tool
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